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The Medieval City (Greenwood Guides to Historic Events of the Medieval World)Greenwood Press, 2005
After a long decline in urban life following the fall of the Roman Empire, towns became centers of trade and of liberty during the medieval period. Here, the author describes how, as Europe stabilized after centuries of strife, commerce and the commercial class grew, and urban areas became an important source of revenue into royal coffers. Towns...
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The Law, In Plain English, For PhotographersAllworth Press, 2002
The photographer's definitive business and legal resource is now completely updated and expanded.  In this valuable guide, arts attorney Leonard DuBoff takes you step by step though all the legal aspects of the photography business.  Here is expert advice for everything from contracts to trademarks, including government licenses, taxes, censorship,...
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Introduction to Algorithms, Third EditionMIT Press, 2009

	Some books on algorithms are rigorous but incomplete; others cover masses of material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms uniquely combines rigor and comprehensiveness. The book covers a broad range of algorithms in depth, yet makes their design and analysis accessible to all levels of readers. Each chapter is relatively...
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AI Techniques for Game Programming (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002

	"AI Techniques for Game Programming" takes the difficult topics of genetic algorithms and neural networks and explains them in plain English. Gone are the tortuous mathematic equations and abstract examples to be found in other books. Each chapter takes readers through the theory a step at a time, explaining clearly how they can...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4A: Combinatorial Algorithms, Part 1Addison Wesley, 2011

	The TITLE of Volume 4 is Combinatorial Algorithms, and when I proposed it I was strongly inclined to add a subtitle: The Kind of Programming I Like Best. Mv editors have decided to tone down such exuberance, but the fact remains that programs with a combinatorial flavor have always been my favorites.


	On the other hand I've...
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2012

	Since Lightroom first launched, Scott Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book for Digital Photographers has been the world’s #1 best-selling Lightroom book (it has been translated into a dozen different languages), and in this latest version for Lightroom 4, Scott uses his same award-winning, step-by-step, plain-English...
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Theoretical Introduction to ProgrammingSpringer, 2005
Including easily digested information about fundamental techniques and concepts in software construction, this book is distinct in unifying pure theory with pragmatic details. Driven by generic problems and concepts, with brief and complete illustrations from languages including C, Prolog, Java, Scheme, Haskell and HTML.  This book is intended to...
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Cryptology UnlockedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Cryptology includes data encryption (cryptography), cryptographic protocols and code breaking to provide the fundamentals of data security.
   This new book introduces cryptography in a unique and non-mathematical style. Cryptology Unlocked explains encryption, crypto analysis (classic and modern algorithms), cryptographic...
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Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries and NoiseNolo, 2001
The world is full of barking dogs and trespassing trees, spite  fences and 2 a.m. rock fests, but your neighbor's lack of  consideration needn't be your lifelong headache. The Nolo Press guide  to Neighbor Law, eruditely and accessibly written by attorney  Cora Jordan, explains all the laws relevant to noise, obstructed  views, and...
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Nikon D7200 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your plain-English, full-color guide to the Nikon D7200


	Your Nikon D7200 comes packed with enough power to satisfy even seasoned photographers. Unfortunately, it doesn't come with an easy guide on how to adjust the camera's settings to get the photos you want. That's where Nikon D7200 For Dummies comes in!...
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Raising Capital For DummiesFor Dummies, 2002

	While raising capital has never been easy, it has become a lot more difficult over the past few years. The dot-com debacle has made investors skittish, especially when it comes to financing early-stage start-ups. As a result, more and more entrepreneurs are being forced to compete harder and harder for a spot around the money well. At the end...
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SAS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Use SAS on the Web, in Excel or PowerPoint, and from your desktop
   The fun and easy way to manage and analyze data   

   Need to get up and running with SAS? This plain-English guide offers information on all the SAS basics, including getting data into the software, generating reports, creating...
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